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en I speak of reason st'trYiving the modern university, I refer to
eason as a living, social practice. Reason as· a human faculty or
'
as a mental fuqction, and
that essentially pe'rtajns to it; is perhaps in no d~ger. It i.s we, .it is .the university and education. generally,, that
are in. danger because of the loss of the practjce of reason.
Byf'reason" I rtbfer to the capacity to aperehend truth itself, .as truth is displayed in any true ·thought, judgment or statement. That capacity involves,
among other things, the capacityto grasp logical relations and thereby appre-·
date evidence for truth. The primary function of reason is. to See truth as a
property of judgmept or representation and t~ see the ,simpler laws of truth
that govern truth-values as n~cessarily distributed .over judgments ·that •are
logically related to one another by such relations as strict implication and
logical cprttradiction. The ideal.of the intellectual, artis.tic and academic life·
as the pursuit of truth, or of just being thoroughJy logical, is far beyond b~ing .
in ''d~p trouble"i~t~e utriversity today, and in many places is"approximat~
'ing the status, of a "lo~t cause."l
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t l will not try .to demonstrate this here, or discuss it at any length.· I take it' aS a
give,n. But those who would like .to pursue it can cert;:tinly consult Robert Nisbet, The
Degradation of the Academic Dogma (New York: Basic Books, 1971), for an olde,r
work; or, llmong most recent wor~. Edward Tingley, "Techriicians of Learning," First
Things (August/September 2000), pp. 29-35, or the Fall 2000 edition of The Hedgehog]?eview: Critical Reflections. on Contemporary Culture, entitled "What's the Uni:.v~rsity forr•
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Of course tru$.is inseparable from th~ beip.g (reality, existence) ~f th~t :
which the true judgment is about'So reason is intimately linketl to the com,.;!'·
prehension ~f vein~, ofhow .things are; It is a.~~pacity fo~ insight into reality >j
or what is~ Maritain:says".mone phtce, ':JfL .. am aThomist, it is .in tbe··Iast . j .
analyS,~~ because I have unders.tood that the intellect.sees, and that i.tis. cut out•· ·j
to co~quer being:: hi)ts. most perfect function, which is nQt toman'tifa¢ture 'f
· idea$, but to judge, the intell~ct sei~es upon ·existence exercised by tliings; · ·
··Arid at' the ~anie>lll¥~it'forl\ls ~eJrrst of.its cot)p~pts~e ~oncept ofbeirlg,
which metaphysics" will: btjflg i>ut, in. itS owh lig4t, at dle. highest 'degree ()f .
.abstractive visl1alization.~·i
·
·
. '
. Reason is therefo~ ipdispensat?le tq kriowle.;ige; whicb, ifw~ th,ougbt in. ,; ·
o~~r. timt1~~t~e "university ~d the'iptellec;tuallife w~ primarily, about: No ,1,
longer. ~e· now have re$earch uniyersiti,es,, but not knowledge uriiversiti~s.' ·•
·our,goalis·''informati6n"and. its use,,or possibly· only.,naveltj<·.Whatthis aU
mearis is welllhld out in Lyotard's book, I(nqwledge: The Postinadefrt, ~Con~
dition.3 As it. description ofdle •actual processes of llniver~ity life in g~nerai; i
~nd dle profession~uhe4 life tl1at g()es on around and, within it, this b~ok i~ 1
not a tqtally lllisgtl,ided representation of'the facts.· of academic life and ofi
what .is regarded and rewarded ,as ' 1good "work,".
.
.
The hook slllo:ws how little is said ab~ut t.ruth today in out "research" cen-,
te:fs, and perh&ps less still &bou't logic as anything othe:r tQan rules to be' built1'
··into a computer to manipulate symbols of "infotm.ation,": Sometim,es "logic'1
is now used to chanwterize actual" processes of thought, which som,e individ.o'.
ual or group ·tends to carry out.. But logic has no weifht beyond a9tuali
processes· th&~ipan. be techriologjca,lly or soeially sustained, an,d it has no tigb.t:
qonnecti~n·(if!PlY at all~. with truth·in its Com~lationwith·r~a}itY:. ' .
. ..·•
Rea,lity in academe·is.tae social (indqdjngdte technologies.!-) "flow," an4•
.whatever is spaken of as truthJ>r logic ~ust not transcend $e flow. Know I: •
· edge, accordingly, wb,ich.cannot completely shake itS connections with trutJV
•and logic (evidence~ ·tQ somcr sens~, also J10W becomes mafter of the [
''flow." Knqwleqge b~~omes what, for the 1ime being, passes for or is ac-.'
cepted
:•qowi~Jlge." It becomes a kil!d of practice-perhaps the "beSt(
~ professiomil p(actl:ce.'' It .be fief in a certain sQCial.setting·. No won,~er we.
··tlml from, :'lglow\e4ge" to· "n~s~m:c!f' with .a sigh,of::relief, ~w fr(>m)()me:- ·
thing boring tq something
.adventuresome an4 exciting.
Resewch .still has at! '
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:Jacques Mari~.The Range of Rea$on (London: Gedlft~y;Bles, 1953), p. 9.

·.

3 Jean-Fran~ois Lyqtard; The Pos,(modem Cor(ditiorf: A" Report on, f(nowledg(!·:

(Minneapolis: Univer~ity of Minnesota Pres~. 19,84),

·
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' least a mild connotation of finding out something ()f reality as it exists inde·
; pendently of our mental and social states.
By contrast, Maritain says: "Nothing is more important than the e,yents
.
· which occur within that invisible universe which is the mind ofman. And the
light of that universe is knowledge. If we are concernecl with the future. of
• civilization we must be concernedprimarily with a genuine unde~standlng of
! what knowledge is, its value, its de~es, and how it can foster .the inner unity
of the human being."4 M(>st students and faculty in my acqijaintance would·
draw a complete blank on this statement.
If knowledge is power, as we have by now long been told, and power is
what we really want, we will find many ways to 'power, and wiU ·no doubt
discover that knowledge. and claim~ to lalowledge can actually hinder. the
pursuit of power. r think something like this ''discovery" has happened: ~eo
ple generally, the "masses," want many things, along .with the status of having a university education. Th~y woul~ like to be "tight,': of course, and to
have social statuS;. along with opportunities in life-:-especially occupational
and social opportunities~ The life of reason in any traditional. sense is not nee-;
essarily required for anY of these, and may even be opposect to them. It is, in
any case, a life ofsustained labor. The academic community finds many ways
to make itself~seful to its. public and exciting to its inhabitants otherthan
pursuing a life.of reason and knowledge.
But let us go a little deeper into what reason is. I have already said that it is
the capacity to app~ehend truth itself and the laws of truth (and falsity), along
with the realities corresponding to truth. Truth itself is "correspondence" af
thought(proposition, belief, statement) with what the thought (etC.) is about. A
proposition is true provided that what 1t is about is ~that proposition holds or
indicates it to be. The many so-c~lled theories of "truth" that have arisen in the
last century and a half are n'onbeories of truth at ~. but ~ efforts to change
the subject, driven by failures of representationalist accounts of mind and language. 5 Their aim, nonetheless, surely is to· represent truth a& •it is, not tOJilresent theories that are "true" of.truth in the non-correspondence senses of "true"
they thel11Selves spell out. Reason is our ability to bring that peculiar structure
of truth with. which a child· is familiar before consciousness, and, in simpler
cases at least, to gain insightinto or .understanciing of it and of the necessary relations between propositions and their truth valu¢s.
We take the siinplest of illustrations of these relations. With very little!
4 Maritain, The Range of Reason,

p.
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.s See Frederick F. Schmitt, Truth: A ·Primer (San Francisco: Westview Press,
19~~
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reflection on experience apd thought on~ can·see ~bat the {Jroppsition Swart~. arn,l
living things is true, tffilt wlm,t a swan is involves or n;quires any particulati
swanto exemplify life. (Try.giving a deaq or plaster "swan" to someone youj
have promised a swan.) But even if this were not so, it is easily seen that lfai~1
swaps are Hving things,.no.thingthat lacl<:s ijfe ~ould'be a swan{obversion), orA
that no things lacking life 'are swans (contraPQsition): 1R.eason here ~nables yoU i ,
to know something about everythlng in the ent{re universe-.,..,.so~ething that ~·l
this. case is fairly uninteresting. to be sure. Btit 'the point is the process, andthe,J
triviality of the case.Qlay'help 'us see the process mpte clearly. .
.
, By. contrast, the. trUth of thtqlJtOPQSttion that all swans are living. thmg~j
leaves undeterlnineq Whether n;Illiving things art( swans~ Conversiofi. ''with~~
· out iimitationu i's a logically illicit mov~. This too is an insight of reason. Re~'!
atizatibn of .a nort. sequitur is as much a rll;tioiial insight as is insight into an J
.. implication or contradict.ion ·:betWeen thoughtS. or propositions; The grasp o~·:·
what does not logically follow or is irrelevant ~~·often a triumph of reason~
. Now I have taken the simplest possible cases to illustrate the !JSe of reason,,
because 'I want to 'mue what ;easpn is very dear on the 'basis of thought expe:·
riences which everyone can have. (The Teader must do the necessary, reflective•:!
thiflkmg to acltieve the experiences in question.) It is, to repeat, the capacity folt:
insight into ttuth (or falsity) and truth-value relations between ·propositions/
SUnilar simpl~ insights. of reason mtderlie basic rules cif the logic pf proposi'--:
tions (e.g., the distributive laws or De Mor~an's laws) and of quantification; as !
_.well as systems such as. that in Russell ana. Whitehead's
Principia Mathemat+ i
.
ica, with its rules of substitution and deta,chnierit. Rati:oual insight into the sys~ ·
terns of logical rules allows reason to extend its reach far beyond anything that;,
it can directly grasp in the mapner of the simple cases.
(Reason als;o pisplays its nature in grasping evidential and conceptual rela.., :
tions other than implication and contradiction, of course; but I shall not un:. i
dertake to discuss these matters..here.)
Now let us try to say something about ~the reasottal:')le person and the life: i
of reason. And. here we ~e. of course, ,Primarily conqemed with p;ersons in.~
the context pf.academic or scholarly life,' as lived on our university campuses ·
and carried on in our professional associations. Who is the reasortable per" .·
son? What is a life of reasort? We can, I think, say ~ few things that are true i
and important about bei:Q.g a. reasonable person, without trying to establish j
., 'necessary and sufficient conditions ofratibnality-a difficultir' notjmPQssi- : "
f
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We.can perhaps agreetbat persons are reasonable in the degree to which!
· they conform their thinking, talk and action, to the order of t111th and under-1
· standing. Reasonable perspns · will characteristically reason soundly, notj
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contradict themselves, and be open~minded and inquiring about the issues
with which they deal. They will seek to employ the best concepts, classifications and hypotheses, testing them by interrelating them and by reference to
their experience and the experiences of others. They will be open to criticism,
and even see~ it, knowing how hard it is to secure truth on most subjects.
People are unreasonable to the degree in which they are not reasonable. No
one will turn out to be perfectly reasonable or unreasonable.
The main point in all of this, to my mind, is simply that the reasonable
person~the one who acts in accordance with reason in life aswell as in their
academic or other profession-is the one who governs his or her beliefs and
assertions by insight into truth and logical relations. In particular, they are not.
mastered by how they want things to be, by the beliefs they happen to have,
or by style~ or currents of thought and action around them. If they advance
claims as true or justified they do so on the basis of such insight, and are very
careful to be sure that that basis is really there. The difficulty of securing
such a basis will make any reasonable person quite humble in their claims
and willing (indeed, happy, even solicitous) to be corrected when they are
mistaken. Thus the reasonable person is not close-minded or dogmatic, or insistent on having their own way, but just the opposite. And that attitude is, indeed, based upon insight into the truth about the nature of scholarly or intellectual work itself. Positively, of course, the reasonable person will be
devoted to method for determining truth and the soundness of reasoning, and
will carefully observe such methods. They will be conscious and explicit
about moving beyond such methods if that is, for some reason, unavoidable
in their practice and statements. Life sometimes pushes us beyond where evidence reaches.
The unreasonable person, by contrast, will pursue the "right'' conclusion
at the expense of rational method and will aim at the achievement of certain
pre-preferred effects and outcomes as their primary goal rather than at adherence to rational method. They will judge method as good or bad in terms of
the conclusions reached rather than judge the conclusion as good if it
emerges from rational method or sound reasoning. They will freely judge and
assert without logical discipline.
It is at the point, I think, that we can see and state what has happened in
the university setting in recent decades. Generally speaking, rational method,
understood in traditional terms where the weight is relentlessly placed on
truth and logical relations, either leads to conclusions which are thought, on
other grounds, tobe "unacceptable," or at least it cannot be found to support
the conclusions which are acceptable or desired. Now this is not a particularly new phenomenon, but in the distant past it more commonly led to the
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evasion or distortion of truth and logic rather than their repudiation or attempted replacement with "method~" or "logics" that yielded more gratifying
results. Indeed, truth and logic- has throughout history often been forced to
support positions that could not, in truth, be rationally supported. Temptation
to intellectual irresponsibility is strong. Truth is often bitter, and the path
down which "standard" logic would lead us may doom us or our dearest
commitments.
That brings me to my next point, which is perhaps the main point of what
I have to say here. The life of reason is not, generally speaking, self-sustaining. The vahiesinherent in itare not by themselves enough to secure its institution and perpetuation. This brings out the pointlessness of teaching logic as
part of a liberal education without illuminating and emphasizing our duty to
be logical. Only a strong moral commitment to being a reasonable person can
effectively produce routine conformity, or will to conform, to truth and logic
in action and assertion. We see such commitment in outstanding examples
such as Socrates, Jesus and Spinoza, and certainly Maritain.
We all have tendencies to want certain things to be true or things to turn
out in a certain way. Or sometimes, perhaps, we are just in a hurry to some
end. Moreover, our feelings and imagination, as well as our will, have the
power and often the habit of obscuring truth and sound reasoning from our
intellect. Perhaps· our intellect itself is impaired by our overall mental and
moral condition or our social setting. To be a reasonable person, to live the
life of reason, is therefore not an easy, much less an automatic; thing, but a
strenuous life, an uphill battle, involving constant watchfulness, effective
precautions, and many failures and humiliations. Unless there is more in us
than themereappreciation of truth and logic, we will not be able routinely to
conform our thought and action to them-especially in the social setting.
(Consider only the frequency of explicit lying. It is one form of disregard of
the truth and its laws.)
Being reasonable, or living the life of reason, as here explained must be
incorporated into our moral identity, must be a part of what we understand as
being a good person, if it is to have power to direct our lives and govern our
tbinking and speaking. Only so can reason survive in the modern university-or anywhere else, Willful disregard of truth and the laws of truth must
also be recognized as expressions of a morally evil will and person; if they
are to be routinely excluded from life. Moral evil is hardly ever discussed in
academic ethics today, and the same is true of being a good person. Using
one's professional vocation as an avenue of moral realization, of becoming
and b~ing a good person is even less discussed. But the scientist or journalist
who falsifies data to achieve their various ends betrays the goodness of heart
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which, I am sure, everyone in their sober and thoughtful moments recognizes
as. the essence of moral· goodness. And such betrayal is hardly less evident in
the teacher or scholar-or parent or pastor-who is careless or intentionally
negligent of truth and sound reasoning and method, in order to secure ends or .
outcomes that they cherish for other reasons than their intellectual integrity.
The morally good person, let us say, is a person who is intent upon advancing the various goods of human life with which they are effectively in
contact, in a manner that respects their relative degrees of importance and the
extent to which the actions of the person in question can actually promote· the
existence and maintenance of those goods.
The person who is morally bad or evil is one who is intent upon the destruction (or non-mail;ttenance) of the various goods of human life with which
they are effectively in contact, or who is indifferent to the existence and
maintenance of those goods. Truth and solid reasoning are among the important human goods.
Here, I submit, is the fundamental distinction within moral phenomena:
the one which is of primary human interest, and from which all the others,
moving toward the periphery of the moral life and ethical theory, can be clarified. We can call it, simply, "good will." For example: the moral value (positive and negative) of acts; the nature ofmoral obligation and responsibility;
virtues and vices; the nature and limitations of rights, punishment, rewards,
justice and related issues; the morality of laws and institutions; and what is to
be made of moral progress and moral education, and so on. A coherent theory
of all these matters can, I S\.lggest, be developed only if we start from the distinction between the good and the bad will. or person-which, we have already admitted, very few philosophers are currently prepared to discuss.
But I don't want to get side-tracked here. We can allow some latitude on
exactly how the basic moral distinctions are to be understood, as long as we
don't try to derive moral principles from some version of formal rationality
alone. An Aristotle, a St. Thomas and a Kant-.perhaps even hedonistic utilitarianism of the John Stuart Mill or Sidgwick varieties-could all say what I
am saying here, that being reasonable is an essential element in moral excel~
Ience, and that one who does not incorporate being reasonable, and living a
life of reason, into their moral identity will not be able to sustain routine reasonableness in their practice. We have a moral duty to be as intelligent as
possible, and that incorporates. adherence to truth and sound reasoning.
In order for reason as a practice, or reasonableness, to survive as a governing principle in life and profession, a certain awe and reverencefor truth and
logical relations is required, one that goes beyond whatever utilitarian value
they may have-which itself is very great-and accepts their unconditional
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· ,.claim as hl}man goQd,s on QUi judgment and our behavior. And that. awe arid.~
reyerence will inevitably be associated witl\. a strong sense of maral sham.C;(j
for the •individual or.·.· group. that does not comply with' that uncon~itional:~
claim.' This shame .will accompany the realization that I have not been. the'1
person I ou$ftt to ha\Ze .been because, in my non..:compUance; I have)1ot hon,,.i
ored trilth·and te~oning according to strict·logic,· ~nd haye not·acted to the3
l,lenefit of those clfected by lJlY judgmenl or action;.regardle~s of wqether or. i
not I amJound ~9t. Of o~ers, such ~ th~se s~ientists''who falsify data or,!;.
journalists who make up juicy news, we wiJl regard. their behavior as morally:
· shameful, ~ dimini~hing ti:tem from what th~y; . ought to be. We will $aYi l
"How could.tbey do thatT~ven though. we v~ry well know. how they·]
could. Commitment to tl'l.lth and ~eason is not a gov~ming·force in their life, l
not a point of their moral. identi~.· no matter hb~ they
'''spin" it. .And thatj
is. why we appropnately think they are not goQd persong.,.:......even though in our"i
c~nt moral confusion we may ihink. it morally wrong of us to think any 1
p~son not good.
.
.
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Strangely,.perhaps~ one ofthe strongest threats to !Jeing reasonable toctay'l
is the desire tg bi' or to appear to·.be scientific. Cei'tatruY if ·~scientific" were·:
u!}derstbod ip a more classical sense, it WOUld come down tO precisely the ·i
·. s~e. thing ail being re~onable. Brentano had this sense·in mind when he in 1
the mid.: nineteenth century urged that philosophy become scientifl<;~6 But .i
·~scientific" Qfl& inc~asingly been tmderstood to 111ean conformity with tpej
. findings and assumptions of existing sciences,·'or, 'really, of existing sden;.>,
tists. And the wUl to cem,e opt scientific in this sense, or to a.ppear so, is a. pri•
· 111ary obstacle to the life .of reason in. our timhand especially otl the Calll~
pus. Other ?bstacles fall in social, political and. religious areas. I. tllink: of the· :
attemp!,.,t(> .relativize conceptualization, logic and evidence to race
gender. ;
But I won't try to gb into that here.
· But now we cqnfront a startling possibil.ity. Perhaps the weakening of the ·i
life of.reason which, if I. and others are right,)ye are now experiencing .in the
midst of· the acadel)lic \\'ortd ··is the result of the, disappearance of any accepted ljody• of m()ral knowledge from our intellectual as well as our general
culture.Js there a ciedi!Jle and widespreadunderstatiding today of.who i~ a;
good (or evil) person, especially in the university context? If there is, .I cannot '
· identi>fy it. In fact;~'ftil:. 'aire~y rioted, we. don't ·even allow ·.ourselves· to talk ' .
about such things. How, then, could the life ofr~ason as 'described be fostered
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6 For elaboration of this.pointsee my ''Who Needs Brentano," in

The.Brentano··

Puzzl~, ed. Roberto Poli ·{Brookfield, Massachus~tts: Ashgate Publishers, i 998).
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and· sustained ·Within a moral identity if there. is no recggnizable body of
htoral kpowledgewithin which ~oral identity can be cognitively identified as
an objective re®ty in human Hfe? Rationaijty today canhot find· amoral
foundation.
Non:..coghitivism 'in. ethical theory ha!J. triumphed ip the twentietl1 ce,Qtury.
'In itsorigimil fohn, simple emotivism·: it has long.been rejected. But tll,e con·
elusion which tll.af original form· established in acad~mic and <;ultllral consciousne:ss still holsjs the field, and alfthe. book-length blustei)ng: abmit justice artd, virtue theory has not budged it. an inch. But then there cpnnot be an
ackpl:nvledged body of moralkpowledge, bec.ause the very possib,ility''Of such ·.
)mo~ledge 'is .r:uled'o~t. AnQ so no moral suppoqfot the p~actice qf rational;.
ity in life and profession can come from moral;:kriow,edge. Its 'support, such ·
as .it may be; must come from itself q~ frmnvarious utilitmjan consi~erations
or fr()fn feeling favoridg it.
·
Now {or my part I beli~ve there is moralkrtowledge accessible to any
thoughtful person, even though there is now no generally acknowledged body
of moral kpowledge, especially o.n caw,pus. This acc~ssible moral knowl~dge.
is rooted ip OUr non-empirical aw~ne$S of the will artdits properties~we,
have no better term for this th~ the tnifortunate word "intuit,on"-in selfknowledge and abstraction directed upon the· properties of intention, will an<!
character. Like logical knowledge itself, basic mo~ ·knowledge does not in
its beginnings depend !lPQn reasonjng,,. though, alp.Qg ,With logic; ,basic moral
knowledge lays tqe c{oundation fo; a body ofmpral k11owledge derived
largely tnrouglfreasorurig. The Illost elemental mor~ knowledgeJs,quite di- ·
rect. It is Strongly presented, fa,r example, by what Levi,Aas has to say about·
the face of the other and its immediate claim on me,7 as well as what Maritain says about connatural knowle<fge of the virtqes.S ~o while,·l·am sq,re that
'mo~ ktiowledge has disappeared frotp view in O\lt culture in general, I do
not say it does not exist.' ltis just not available as l:f basis for a soci~ enterprise such as educatipnor the.direction ofthe inteilectuala,r professional life.
Well; what ifanything migh,tbe done'iAfew c()nunents;
·
·
If rationality. and .the life of r:eason is. sustainable. only as a part ·of what it
means to be a morally good person, and if, as I believe, being a morRily. good
. person is. sustaiqable in asecial setting only. within ·a framework, of accessible
moral knowledge·:thatcan sery~ as a guide to life arid aback:gro1lnd for holding people responsible,' then ~ne ~~n~emed ~bout a r~tia,~~ life must s~ek to
.

'

'

7 Emmanuel Uvinas, Totality and Infinity (Pittsburc~~· Pennsylvania: Duq!Jesne
University Press, 1969), especially pp, 77~81 and 187-204.
· ·
~ Maritain, The Range of Reason, p. 23.
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make accessible to tlle public an appropriate body ofmorill knowledge. ·can •
'that be done, and, in .particvlar,
c~ ' it be done in our c~ent
sociru
context or: !
'
,,
'"'·
'·
'
.anything dose to it?
this is a.very difficult question
it is, at bottom, a ques- ,
. t.o answer, because
.
tion of social causation.: a notoriously difficult type of q1Jestion. But perhaps:;
sucb. transformations have beeq aqcomplisbed
from timeto
time in the human
•,
.
.
. P~¥>t. at least to some significant degree. I have alteady mentioned Socratest
. He and those who gathered around him and came afterward do seem td.meto •
..have put in place a pow¢rful version of moral excellence that iilclQded devo.:, .
tion to truth and right reasoning suffident to sustain the life of re~son as an· . \•
ideal and apractice in the live~:of many who learned of it. Ferhaps .I am to()·
hopeful about that ,period, and· certainly it had its· problems and failures; but ·
reading the history of many public figUres iri the>centuries durlng andafter·
Socrates is impressive; .as ate the writings and influence of people such as ·
Epictetus or Sene.ca.
.
More impressive stili, in terms of effect,· is the view ap.d experience of the> ·
moral life and devotion to truth jn the ·chiistian tr8.cution, which g::~.ve rise to '
the universities in the Western world, andsustained them up until the end of ·
the nineteenth century or so. One might think of.trying to tenew that tradi- ·
tion, and riot ·pass it off ·as i!Teparably undeJ:111ined by its critics· ~d·oppo- .
nents. After alii it is not an exaggeration to point out that no alternative to the ·•
Christian. tradition has yet been discovered as a satisfactory basis for life.
I
haunted periocfically by the words with ~hich. Alasdair. Macintyre ·~
-closed After Virtue years ago-still, to me, the most profound \Vords in the
'book. He says, you may rechll, that ·the barbarian~· are already within the ·
gates-one wonders who they might be,__and that we are not now waiting for
Godot, but for another and no do~bt very different~ St. Benedict.· 9
I'm sure I have never fully underStood what Mac4ttyre had in mind with
this statement, but I believe tie intends to say that community must come,
somehow, before virtue, and subsequently provide the' support for rationality
and the life of reason, among other things. But the community itself, so far as
Benedict was concerned, certainly had to be a product of the transcendent real- ·
.ity of Jesus and the Kingdom of God, in~luding'the Chirrch. ·I rehlly doubt that
this is what Macintyre had in mind, at least at the time he wrote those words; .•
but it may now be:time to ask ifthere is really any serious altemative,to it.
·. The details are Jar from clear to me, but Ithlnk something like th~ development, of a community of moral. !Jnderstanding in the Christian tradition
'

'

'
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9 Alasdair Maclntyr~. 1\fte': Virtue, 2nd edition (Nou-e t;:>ame, Indiana: Univet:Sity ·
of Notre Dame Press), p. 263.
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must be the answer to our current situation. This seems to me the only thing
capable of redeeming reason, of providing the moral substance and understanding that can make the life of reason possible. Though I do not share
Macintyre's philosophy of mind and logic, and believe that the understanding
and practical appropriation of moral insight is much freer ofspecific communities than he supposes (There is a human nature, in my view, and it is fairly
obvious.), I am sure that the restoration of moral knowledge to our academic
culture will require a certain community of professionals, academics and intellectullls devoted to that cause over a lengthy period of time.
Perhaps the Maritain Association could serve as the center for such an effort. It does not seem to me that success in this enterprise would necessarily
be a miracle or an expression of special graces, but it would require t.he lives
of many excellent thinkers in concert over a long period of time. It would require much institutional support from a wide variety of sources as well as
powerful intellectual leadership. Success would not be guaranteed, but it
surely could be achieved, and perhaps grace and miracle would assist in appropriate ways. Surely no one has greater responsibility to attempt the
restoration of moral knowledge to academic culture, or better prospects of
achieving it, than the people who identify themselves with Jesus Christ and
the intellectual and academic tradition deriving from him. Perhaps it is time
to say that, if reason is to be salvaged, the academic life must be seen as a
spiritual calling, and the moral character that can routinely support the life of
reason with integrity must be a life in the spirit of Christ.
It .is fair to say that Maritain represented in his work and life such a posture toward moral wisdom and the life of reason. The last words in the article
on him in Edward's The Encyclopedia of Philosophy read as foJlows:
Maritain is admired even by those who may be of very different philosophical convictions. He is admired not only for his life-long zeal for
tmth and impassioned commitment to freedom, but also for his exceptional qualities as a person-his humility, his charity, his fraternal attitude toward all that is. Increasingly he is being recognized as one of the
great spirituals of his time.lO

As arrogant as it will seem to many in the academic culture of today, can
we aim at anything less than what we saw in Maritain himself, if we are to be
responsible human beings concerned with the redemption of reason today?

10 Paul Edwards, ed., The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, vol. 5 (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co. & The Free Press, 1967), p. 164.

